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A B S T R A C T   

Persistent inflammation, despite anti-retroviral therapy (ART), is an independent predictor of mortality and 
comorbidities in HIV infection. Multiple factors, including lifestyle and chronic viral coinfections, may 
contribute. Several of these factors are also associated with a chronic inflammation in the general population. 
Little is known about the degree to which these factors influence inflammation in HIV infection, particularly 
within the first year of ART. The purpose of this study was to distinguish the effects of factors (gender, body mass 
index, cholesterol and triglyceride levels, smoke habit and cytomegalovirus seropositivity), known to contribute 
to inflammation, on inflammation biomarkers over the first year of ART in HIV-infected patients. Linear mixed 
model analysis revealed significant biomarker decreases [soluble CD14 (s-CD14), soluble CD163 (s-CD163) and 
D-dimer (DD)], or increases [C Reactive Protein (CRP) and interleukin-6 (IL-6)] over time in the whole cohort, 
differences in most categories (genders for IL-6, smoke habit for s-CD14, cytomegalovirus infection for s-CD163 
and IL-6) and in some category × time interactions [gender for interleukin-7 (IL-7)], cytomegalovirus infection 
for s-CD14 and cholesterol levels for s-CD14 and Tumor Necrosis Factor α (TNF-α)]. This explorative longitudinal 
study suggests further investigations on targeting inflammation pathophysiology in HIV-infected patients on 
ART.   

1. Introduction 

Inflammation is a complex biological process that occurs in response 
to pathogens, like viruses, bacteria or parasites, as well as exposure to 
toxic agents or injuries. Inflammation plays a crucial role during HIV 
infection and inflammatory markers are independent predictors of non- 
AIDS events, including cardiovascular disease (CVD), cancer, osteopo-
rosis, weakness, frailty and death [1–3]. 

Although levels of inflammatory markers tend to decrease with 
suppressive combination anti-retroviral therapy (cART), a chronic low- 
level of inflammation, with higher levels of several biomarkers of 
inflammation or immune activation in comparison with HIV-uninfected 
people, is observed in HIV-infected patients, even after several years of 

efficient cART [4,5]. Therefore, with longer lifespans, HIV-infected 
people become increasingly exposed to elevated inflammatory 
processes. 

Many studies have investigated the role of inflammation in frailty of 
both HIV-infected and uninfected people [6–10]. Due to the strict rela-
tionship between inflammation and non-AIDS events during HIV infec-
tion, there is an urgent need for further investigations on therapies, 
aimed at reducing inflammation effects on HIV infection-related frailty. 

Multiple factors likely contribute to ongoing inflammation during 
HIV infection despite cART, including lifestyle factors, microbial trans-
location, chronic hepatitis B and C or other viral coinfections and low- 
level HIV replication [11]. Like HIV infection, smoking, gender, over-
weight conditions or metabolic syndrome are also associated with a 
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chronic, albeit low-grade, systemic inflammatory response in the gen-
eral population [12]. Multiple studies regarding alternative in-
terventions to manage the chronic inflammatory state in HIV patients on 
efficient cART have been published. Wooten at al. [13] examined the 
effect of healthy diet and exercise on inflammation in HIV-infected pa-
tients with undetectable HIV viremia and dyslipidemia. Rosuvastatin, a 
lipid-lowering drug, has proved to be effective in reducing inflammation 
markers and immune activation during HIV infection [14–16]. Smoking 
habit and overweight conditions, both also independently of HIV 
infection, influence immune/inflammation [17,18]. To complicate 
matters, cytomegalovirus (CMV) seems to act as a chronic modifier of 
cytokine action [19,20] and the presence of CMV infection has been 
associated with a variety of aging-related diseases in both HIV-positive 
and negative populations [10,21]. 

Table 1 
Demographic and clinical characteristics of the treatment-naïve patients (n =
36) included in the study at initiating cART (T0).  

Age  

Mean (S.D.) 42.00 (10.18) 
Median 40.50 
Range 25 – 74 
Gender n (%)  
Male 30 (83.3%) 
Female 6 (16.7%) 
Smoke habit n (%)  
No 21 (58.3%) 
Yes 12 (33.3%) 
Former smokers 3 (8.3%) 
CMV seropositivity (IgG) n (%)  
n. (no records) 6 
Negative 3 (10.0%) 
Positive 27 (90.0%) 
BMI  
Mean (S.D.) 23.57 (3.96) 
Median 23.50 
Range 16.70–33.40 
≤ 25n (%) 23 (63.9%) 
> 25n (%) 13 (36.1%) 
CHOL (mg/dL)  
Mean (S.D.) 162.97 (41.49) 
Median 162.00 
Range 50.00 – 228.00 
n. (no records) 2 
≤ 200n (%) 26 (76.5%) 
> 200n (%) 8 (23.5%) 
TG (mg/dL)  
Mean (S.D.) 113.76 (40.45) 
Median 120.00 
Range 36.00 – 183.00 
n. (no records) 2 
≤ 150n (%) 22 (64.7%) 
> 150n (%) 12 (35.3%) 
AIDS n (%)  
Yes 1 (2.78%) 
No 35 (97.22%) 
HIV RNA copies  
Median 22980.00 
Range 313 – 1,127,000 
Geomean 24531.30 
Bootstrap confidence interval (12035.52; 48569.11) 
CD4+ T cells (cell/uL)  
Mean (S.D.) 429.50 (249.24) 
Median 412.00 
Range 12.00–980.00 
Geometric mean (95% bootstrap CI) 315.36 (232.57, 456.34) 
Geom. Mean (Geom. S.D.) 315.36 (2.73) 
CD8+ T cells (cell/uL)  
Mean (S.D.) 1266.86 (818.61) 
Median 1057.00 
Range 213.00–4025.00 
Geometric mean (95% bootstrap CI) 1037.61 (838.75, 1285.85) 
Geom. Mean (Geom. S.D.) 1037.61 (1.92) 
CD4+/CD8+

Mean (S.D.) 0.39 (0.25) 
Median 0.36 
Range 0.02–1.24 
Geometric mean (95% bootstrap CI) 0.30 (0.25, 0.40) 
Geom. Mean (Geom. S.D.) 0.30 (2.19) 

Data are mean (standard deviation, S.D.), median and range (min–max). For HIV 
RNA copies, CD4+ cells, CD8+ cells and CD4+/CD8+ we computed the geometric 
mean (geomean) with corresponding bootstrap confidence interval. Categorical 
variables were described with counts and percentages. Categorical or dichoto-
mized quantitative variables were coded as follows: gender (male/female), 
smoke habit (yes/no/former smoker), CMV IgG seropositivity (negative/posi-
tive), BMI (≤25/>25), CHOL (≤200/>200 mg/dL), TG (≤150 />150 mg/dL) 
and AIDS (yes/no). BMI = body mass index; CHOL = total cholesterol; CMV =
cytomegalovirus; TG = triglycerids. 

Table 2 
Serum concentrations of inflammation and immune activation biomarkers at 
initiating cART (T0).  

hs-CRP (ng/mL)  

Mean (S.D.) 24852.17 (38752.72) 
Median 11236.41 
Range 841.31–190129.93 
Geometric mean (95% bootstrap CI) 11814.45 (7792.01, 17996.36) 
Geom. Mean (Geom. S.D.) 11814.45 (3.40) 
DD (ng/mL)  
n (missed) 2 
Mean (S.D.) 964.29 (971.71) 
Median 633.00 
Range 21.00–3540.00 
Geometric mean (95% bootstrap CI) 523.94 (342.75, 794.24) 
Geom. Mean (Geom. S.D.) 523.94 (3.53) 
s-CD14 (pg/mL)  
Mean (S.D.) 7888.62 (1759.40) 
Median 7443.78 
Range 5382.99–12916.01 
Geometric mean (95% bootstrap CI) 7714.49 (7177.89, 8231.80) 
Geom. Mean (Geom. S.D.) 7714.49 (1.23) 
s-CD163 (ng/mL)  
Mean (S.D.) 33.03 (13.60) 
Median 30.80 
Range 13.68–71.71 
Geometric mean (95% bootstrap CI) 30.52 (26.53, 35.17) 
Geom. Mean (Geom. S.D.) 30.52 (1.49) 
TNF-α(pg/mL)  
n (missed) 1 
Mean (S.D.) 1.68 (0.97) 
Median 1.46 
Range 0.04–3.97 
Geometric mean (95% bootstrap CI) 1.44 (1.16, 1.84) 
Geom. Mean (Geom. S.D.) 1.44 (2.04) 
CCL5-RANTES (pg/mL)  
Mean (S.D.) 438.82 (338.65) 
Median 402.53 
Range 50.48–1327.79 
Geometric mean (95% bootstrap CI) 307.09 (228.40, 429.95) 
Geom. Mean (Geom. S.D.) 307.09 (2.53) 
IL-6 (pg/mL)  
Mean (S.D.) 1.85 (0.90) 
Median 1.65 
Range 0.58–3.97 
Geometric mean (95% bootstrap CI) 1.64 (1.39, 1.93) 
Geom. Mean (Geom. S.D.) 1.64 (1.63) 
IL-7 (pg/mL)  
Mean (S.D.) 7.36 (5.03) 
Median 7.35 
Range 0.47–22.54 
Geometric mean (95% bootstrap CI) 5.40 (4.02, 7.41) 
Geom. Mean (Geom. S.D.) 5.40 (2.46) 

Data are mean (standard deviation, S.D.), median, range (min–max), geometric 
mean (Geomean) with corresponding bootstrap confidence interval. CCL5/ 
RANTES = C-C motif chemokine ligand 5/Regulated upon activation normal T 
cell expressed and presumably secreted; DD = D-dimer; hs-CRP = high sensi-
tivity C Reactive Protein; IL-6 = interleukin-6; IL-7 = interleukin-7; s-CD14 =
soluble CD14; s-CD163 = soluble CD163; TNF-α = Tumor necrosis factor α. 
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Little is known about the degree to which a potentially modifiable or 
an easily measurable condition, like Body Mass Index (BMI), smoke 
habit or CMV IgG seropositivity, influences changes in the levels of in-
flammatory markers, particularly within the first year after cART initi-
ation. We found only one study, describing differences in the 
inflammatory/immune activation response to cART based on both the 
BMI prior to cART initiation and the BMI changes during the first year of 
cART [18]. 

In a previous study, our research group explored the impact of 
various cART regimens on several markers of immune activation and 
inflammation in HIV-infected patients during the first year of therapy 
and found that the integrase strand transfer inhibitor elvitegravir had 
the worst impact on some inflammatory biomarkers, particularly in the 
first 6 months of cART [22]. The current study analyzes in depth pre-
vious data, aiming to distinguish, by the use of Linear Mixed Model 
statistical analysis, the effects of factors known to generally contribute 
to inflammation (gender, body mass index, cholesterol and triglyceride 
levels, smoke habit and cytomegalovirus infection) on biomarkers of 
inflammation over the first year of cART in HIV-infected patients. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Study population 

We conducted an observational retrospective cohort study, aimed to 
distinguish the effects of gender, smoke habit, CMV IgG seropositivity, 
BMI, total cholesterol (CHOL) and triglyceride (TG) levels on the trends 
of several markers of inflammation over the first year of cART in HIV- 
infected patients. Patients were recruited from the HIV-infected pa-
tients of the MASTER cohort, followed at the University Department of 
Infectious and Tropical Diseases, University of Brescia and ASST Spedali 
Civili di Brescia, Italy [23]. For this study, all treatment-naïve adults, 

initiating cART between March 2015 and February 2016, were screened 
for eligibility using the hospital database. Patients were included in the 
study if: (i) they were Caucasian; (ii) they initiated cART (T0) according 
to the current guidelines and maintained the regimen during at least 12 
months, with HIV RNA < 37 copies/ml at 6 (T1) and 12 (T2) months 
after initiating cART; (iii) serum samples were available either at initi-
ating cART (T0) and T1 and T2 and were stored at − 80 ◦C. Excluding 
criteria were: co-infections with known hepatitis viruses, CVD, diabetes, 
uncontrolled hypertension, malignancy, other systemic inflammatory 
diseases (rheumautologic diseases, granulomatous diseases, inflamma-
tory bowel diseases, vasculitis, autoinflammatory diseases) or AIDS- 
defining conditions, diagnosed within 30 days of cART initiation and 
during the first 12 months. BMI was calculated as the ratio of weight and 
height squared (kg/m2). Smoke habit and CMV IgG seropositivity were 
retrieved from the clinical history. 

2.2. Laboratory assessment 

Serum samples were tested at baseline before starting cART (T0) and 
six months (T1) and twelve months (T2) after cART initiation, as pre-
viously described [22]. HIV RNA copies, CD4+ and CD8+ T cell count, 
CD4+/CD8+ ratio, TG and CHOL levels were retrieved from the clinical 
records. Levels of D-Dimer (DD) were measured using the Abbott Ar-
chitect automated analyzer (Abbott Architect D-Dimer assay). Tumor 
necrosis factor α (TNF-α), interleukin-6 (IL-6), interleukin-7 (IL-7), C-C 
motif chemokine ligand 5/Regulated upon activation normal T cell 
expressed and presumably secreted (CCL5/RANTES), soluble CD14 (s- 
CD14), soluble CD163 (s-CD163), high sensitivity C Reactive Protein 
(hs-CRP) markers of immune activation and inflammation were deter-
mined using commercial ELISA kits (R&D System ELISA kit, Minneap-
olis, MN, USA), applying the manufacturer’s protocols. 

Fig. 1. . Representation of inflammatory and 
immunological marker evolution (CCL5/ 
RANTES = C-C motif chemokine ligand 5/ 
Regulated upon activation normal T cell 
expressed and presumably secreted, pg/mL; 
DD = D-dimer, ng/mL; hs-CRP = high 
sensitivity C Reactive Protein, ng/mL; IL-6 =
interleukin-6, pg/mL; IL-7 = interleukin-7, 
pg/mL; s-CD14 = soluble CD14, pg/mL; s- 
CD163 = soluble CD163, ng/mL; TNF-α =
Tumor necrosis factor α, pg/mL) in serum 
from T0 (baseline) to T1 (after 6 months of 
therapy) and T2 (after 12 months of therapy) 
are represented by radar chart. Results are 
reported as estimated average percentage 
(%) variations. Radar plots were constructed 
scaling all variables (in a range from 0% to 
100%) and plotting averages grouped by 
time.   
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2.3. Statistical analysis 

For each quantitative variable at baseline (T0), we computed the 
following descriptive statistics: mean, standard deviation, median and 
range. For highly skewed variables (HIV viremia, IL-7, hs-CRP, DD, 
CCL5/RANTES), we computed the geometric mean and corresponding 
bootstrap confidence interval. Categorical variables were described with 
counts and percentages. Categorical or dichotomized quantitative vari-
ables were coded as follows: gender (male/female), smoke (yes/no/ 
former smoker), CMV IgG seropositivity (positive/negative), BMI (≤25/ 
>25), CHOL (≤200/>200 mg/dl) and TG (≤150 mg/dl/>150 mg/dl). 
Inflammatory markers were modelled on log scale (due to highly posi-
tive skewed distributions) using Linear Mixed Model (LMM) [24], using 
subject as random factor (random intercepts model). Results are re-
ported as estimated average relative variation, expressed as percentage 
([A/B – 1]*100) and corresponding confidence intervals. Radar plots 
were constructed scaling all variables (in a range from 0% to 100%) and 
plotting averages grouped by time. All the analyses were performed 
using R (version 3.6.1) and all tests were two-sided and assumed a sig-
nificance level of 5%. 

2.4. Ethics statement 

The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of 
Helsinki and the principles of Good Clinical Practice. All patients pro-
vided written informed consent to include their clinical and biological 
data in the study and for archiving a serum sample at baseline and every 
6 months for scientific purposes. The MASTER study was approved by 
the Ethical Committee of the ASST Spedali Civili di Brescia (Coordi-
nating Centre) and of all the participant Centers [23]. The present study 
was approved on December 20th 2016 (clinicaltrials.gov, Identifier 
NCT03280940). 

3. Results 

Thirty-six patients were recruited for this study. The cohort 
comprised thirty males (83.3%) and six females (16.6%) (mean age of 
38.6 years, range 22–69 years), 12 smokers, 21 non-smokers and 3 
former smokers. One third of the patients were overweight (BMI > 25, 
36.1%) or had high TG levels (TG > 150 mg/dL, 35.3%) and one fourth 
had high CHOL levels (CHOL > 200 mg/dL, 23.5%). Most of them were 
CMV IgG seropositive (90%). Demographic and HIV infection-related 
characteristics at baseline (T0) are shown in Table 1. 

Fig. 2. . Trends of inflammatory and immunological markers (CCL5/RANTES = C-C motif chemokine ligand 5/Regulated upon activation normal T cell expressed 
and presumably secreted; DD = D-dimer; hs-CRP = high sensitivity C Reactive Protein; IL-6 = interleukin-6; IL-7 = interleukin-7; s-CD14 = soluble CD14; s-CD163 =
soluble CD163; TNF-α = Tumor necrosis factor α) in serum from T0 (baseline) to T1 (after 6 months of therapy) and T2 (after 12 months of therapy) and according to 
gender (M = male; F = female). (a) The radar plot, representing inflammatory and immunological marker evolution, was constructed scaling all variables (in a range 
from 0% to 100%) and plotting averages grouped by time. Results are reported as estimated average percentage (%) variation. (b) Graphic representation of trends of 
serum marker levels (CCL5/RANTES, pg/mL; DD, ng/mL; hs-CRP, ng/mL; IL-6, pg/mL; IL-7, pg/mL; s-CD14, pg/mL; s-CD163, ng/mL; TNF-α, pg/mL) over time and 
according to gender. Significant differences corresponding to Linear Mixed Model (LMM) analyses (see Supplemental Table 7) are reported for each marker. 
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Hs-CRP, DD, s-CD14, s-CD163, TNF-α, CCL5/RANTES, IL-6 and IL-7 
levels at baseline (T0) are shown in Table 2 (separated according to 
gender, smoke habit, CMV IgG seropositivity, BMI, total cholesterol 
(CHOL) and triglyceride (TG) levels in Supplemental Tables 1–6). 
Trends of inflammatory and immunological markers from T0 (baseline) 
to T1 (after 6 months of therapy) and T2 (after 12 months of therapy) are 
represented by radar chart in Fig. 1. As expected, cART increased CD4+

T cells CD4+/CD8+ ratio and decreased CD8+ T cells. Heterogeneous 
modifications of inflammation markers during the first year of cART 
were observed in the whole cohort. As expected, therapy had an impact 
on inflammatory markers and the effect was more pronounced during 
the first 6 months after cART initiation (Figs. 2-7). Estimates from LMMs 
of the effect of one year (time) of effective cART on average percentage 
(%) variation of inflammatory markers are shown in Supplemental 
Tables 7–12. The statistically significant p values for LMMs (time, 
category and category × time interaction) are also shown in Figs. 2-7. 
Significant decreases for s-CD14, s-CD163 and DD and increases for hs- 
CRP and IL-6 were observed in the whole cohort (time effect). 

Trends of inflammatory changes were represented over time in each 
category (gender, smoking habit, CMV IgG seropositivity, BMI, TG and 
CHOL levels). Some differences emerged (Figs. 2-7 and Supplemental 
Tables 7–12). Genders significantly differed for IL-6 levels (significantly 
lower in females than in males, p < 0.01), smokers for s-CD14 (current 

and former smokers with higher levels than not smokers, p < 0.01), CMV 
uninfected and infected patients for s-CD163 and IL-6 levels (signifi-
cantly higher levels of s-CD163, p = 0.0214, and significantly lower 
levels of IL-6, p = 0.021, in CMV uninfected patients). Further, over-
weight patients (BMI > 25) showed a trend to higher levels for IL-6 (p =
0.0757) and patients with high TG levels (TG > 150 mg/dL) a trend to 
higher levels for hs-CRP (p = 0.0632). 

We did not observe significant differences in the trends of inflam-
mation markers during the first 12 months of cART (category × time 
interaction), except for IL-7 between genders (with decrease in females 
and increase in males; gender × time interaction, p = 0.0203), for s- 
CD14 between CMV infected and uninfected patients (with a decrease in 
CMV infected patients and nearby stable values in CMV uninfected pa-
tients; CMV IgG seropositivity × time interaction, p = 0.0317) and for s- 
CD14 and TNF-α patients with normal or high CHOL levels (with a 
decrease of both markers in patients with CHOL ≤ 200 mg/dL and an 
increase in patients with CHOL > 200 mg/dL; high CHOL × time 
interaction, p = 0.0203 and p = 0.0121 respectively). 

4. Discussion 

This explorative and descriptive study aimed to identify differences 
and trends in the inflammatory profile in HIV-infected patients during 

Fig. 3. . Trends of inflammatory and immunological markers (CCL5/RANTES = C-C motif chemokine ligand 5/Regulated upon activation normal T cell expressed 
and presumably secreted; DD = D-dimer; hs-CRP = high sensitivity C Reactive Protein; IL-6 = interleukin-6; IL-7 = interleukin-7; s-CD14 = soluble CD14; s-CD163 =
soluble CD163; TNF-α = Tumor necrosis factor α) in serum from T0 (baseline) to T1 (after 6 months of therapy) and T2 (after 12 months of therapy) and according to 
smoke habit (No = no smokers; Yes = smokers; former = former smokers). (a) The radar plot, representing inflammatory and immunological marker evolution, was 
constructed scaling all variables (in a range from 0% to 100%) and plotting averages grouped by time. Results are reported as estimated average percentage (%) 
variation. (b) Graphic representation of trends of serum marker levels (CCL5/RANTES, pg/mL; DD, ng/mL; hs-CRP, ng/mL; IL-6, pg/mL; IL-7, pg/mL; s-CD14, pg/ 
mL; s-CD163, ng/mL; TNF-α, pg/mL) over time and according to smoke habit. Significant differences corresponding to Linear Mixed Model (LMM) analyses (see 
Supplemental Table 8) are reported for each marker. 
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the first year of cART, particularly with regard to gender, smoke habit, 
CMV infection, BMI, TG and CHOL levels, known to be potential con-
tributors to inflammation [10–12,13–21]. 

In general, we observed a great heterogeneity in inflammatory 
marker levels among patients, that seemed not to be fully accounted for 
by differences among the studied categories. Notwithstanding, a 
decrease in most inflammatory markers was observed during the first 6 
months of cART, but a significant decrease after 12 months of treatment 
was observed only for s-CD14, s-CD163 and DD, while IL-6 and hs-CRP 
significantly increased during therapy. A trend to lower levels of TNF-α 
(p = 0.0578), although characterized by a decrease in the first six 
months of therapy but a subsequent increase during the period from six 
to twelve months from cART initiation was also observed. 

We also observed that levels of some serum inflammatory markers 
seemed to differ among categories. IL-6 was significantly lower in fe-
males than in males; smokers and former smokers had higher s-CD14 
levels than non-smokers; CMV uninfected and infected patients differed 
for s-CD163 (higher in seronegative patients) and IL-6 (lower in sero-
negative patients) values; patients with BMI > 25 showed a trend to 
higher IL-6 levels and patients with high TG levels to higher hs-CRP 
values. 

Whilst most inflammatory marker trends looked similar in all 

categories after cART initiation, significant differences in category ×
time interactions were observed for IL-7 and gender (increased in males 
in respect to females), s-CD14 and CMV infection (decreased in CMV- 
infected patients) and s-CD14 and TNF-α and CHOL levels (both 
increased in patients with CHOL > 200 mg/dL). 

It has already been demonstrated that cART initiation has an impact 
on inflammatory markers, reaching a plateau phase following an initial 
decrease within the first year after cART-induced HIV suppression [25], 
but, even in patients with maintained total HIV suppression over a long 
time, some inflammatory markers remain higher than in general popu-
lation [5]. Our results are consistent with previously established find-
ings, regarding inflammation in HIV-infected patients on cART. 
However, our findings also suggest that, while inflammation seems 
globally improved with cART, there is a distinct constellation of 
persistent immune and inflammatory response activation according to 
non-HIV-correlated variables, some of which modifiable. 

Gender-related differences in inflammatory markers have already 
been studied in HIV-infected and uninfected patients with discordant 
results. In the general population, premenopausal females seem to have 
higher CRP and lower IL-6 and TNF-α levels than males, presumably 
because of the inhibitory effect of estrogens on the expression of in-
flammatory markers [26]. In HIV-infected subjects [27], women show 

Fig. 4. . Trends of inflammatory and immunological markers (CCL5/RANTES = C-C motif chemokine ligand 5/Regulated upon activation normal T cell expressed 
and presumably secreted; DD = D-dimer; hs-CRP = high sensitivity C Reactive Protein; IL-6 = interleukin-6; IL-7 = interleukin-7; s-CD14 = soluble CD14; s-CD163 =
soluble CD163; TNF-α = Tumor necrosis factor α) in serum from T0 (baseline) to T1 (after 6 months of therapy) and T2 (after 12 months of therapy) and according to 
cytomegalovirus (CMV) IgG seropositivity/negativity (P = positive; N = negative). (a) The radar plot, representing inflammatory and immunological marker 
evolution, was constructed scaling all variables (in a range from 0% to 100%) and plotting averages grouped by time. Results are reported as estimated average 
percentage (%) variation. (b) Graphic representation of trends of serum marker levels (CCL5/RANTES, pg/mL; DD, ng/mL; hs-CRP, ng/mL; IL-6, pg/mL; IL-7, pg/mL; 
s-CD14, pg/mL; s-CD163, ng/mL; TNF-α, pg/mL) over time and according to CMV IgG seropositivity/seronegativity. Significant differences corresponding to Linear 
Mixed Model (LMM) analyses (see Supplemental Table 9) are reported for each marker. 
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lower CRP, lipopolysaccharide and s-CD14 levels than men at baseline, 
however, after 12 months of cART, women have higher levels of IFN-γ 
and TNF-α compared with men, despite a higher CD4+ T cell count. 
Furthermore, men experience a greater decrease in s-CD14 and CRP 
levels over time, suggesting that women experience a minor cART- 
related reduction in inflammation and immune activation [27]. 

In our study, most inflammatory marker trends after cART initiation 
were not different between genders, but we observed that IL-6 was lower 
in females and, spite of a trend to increase in both females and males, the 
increase was significantly higher in males (p < 0.01). 

Surprisingly, we observed that, spite of levels of IL-7 did not signif-
icantly differ between males and females, their trends were opposite, 
with a decrease in females and an increase in males (gender × time 
interaction p = 0.0203). IL-7 is involved in T-cell homeostasis, pro-
moting the differentiation, maturation and proliferation of T cells, the 
survival of naïve and memory cells and the immune cell reconstitution 
during lymphopenia. This is obtained through thymic and extrathymic 
differentiation and, when thymic functions physiologically decline with 
age, mainly through peripheral expansion [28–32]. An inverse correla-
tion exists between endogenous IL-7 plasma levels and CD4+ T cell count 
during HIV infection and IL-7 administration to HIV-infected patients 
receiving cART raises CD4+ T cell count by the induction of their 

proliferation and the promotion of their survival [29,33–35]. However, 
IL-7 also support HIV persistence during cART, through the induction of 
viral production in a small number of productively infected cells and the 
proliferation of latently infected cells [36]. Our data show that, even if 
IL-7 levels did not significantly differ between males and females, their 
respective trends were statistically significant (gender × time interac-
tion, p = 0.0203). However, our data are difficult to interpret, because 
CD4+ and CD8+ T cells and CD4+/CD8+ ratio trends were similar be-
tween the two genders (Supplemental Table 7) and, furtherly, women 
were under-represented in the studied cohort. 

In the general population, body weight and adiposity correlate 
directly with serum CRP and IL-6 [37,38] and weight loss reduces their 
levels [39]. Conley et al. [40] found similar findings also in treated and 
virally suppressed HIV-infected people. Here, we did not observe sta-
tistically significant differences in inflammatory marker levels either 
between patients with BMI ≤ and > 25 or between patients with low and 
high TG or CHOL levels, however we noticed a trend to higher levels of 
IL-6 in overweight patients and hs-CRP in patients with high TG levels 
and a significantly different trend over time for s-CD14 and TNF-α, 
increasing in patients with hypercholesterolemia and decreasing in pa-
tients with normal CHOL values. Therefore, treatment strategies that 
target metabolic abnormalities, independent of their effects on HIV 

Fig. 5. . Trends of inflammatory and immunological markers (CCL5/RANTES = C-C motif chemokine ligand 5/Regulated upon activation normal T cell expressed 
and presumably secreted; DD = D-dimer; hs-CRP = high sensitivity C Reactive Protein; IL-6 = interleukin-6; IL-7 = interleukin-7; s-CD14 = soluble CD14; s-CD163 =
soluble CD163; TNF-α = Tumor necrosis factor α) in serum from T0 (baseline) to T1 (after 6 months of therapy) and T2 (after 12 months of therapy) and according to 
BMI (≤25 or > 25). (a) The radar plot, representing inflammatory and immunological marker evolution, was constructed scaling all variables (in a range from 0% to 
100%) and plotting averages grouped by time. Results are reported as estimated average percentage (%) variation. (b) Graphic representation of trends of serum 
marker levels (CCL5/RANTES, pg/mL; DD, ng/mL; hs-CRP, ng/mL; IL-6, pg/mL; IL-7, pg/mL; s-CD14, pg/mL; s-CD163, ng/mL; TNF-α, pg/mL) over time and ac-
cording to BMI. Significant differences corresponding to Linear Mixed Model (LMM) analyses (see Supplemental Table 10) are reported for each marker. 
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pathogenesis, may be an important component of reducing 
inflammation-associated complications among HIV-infected persons. 

Finally, in this study we observed that smokers and former smokers 
had higher s-CD14 levels than non-smokers, but trend over time was 
similar among the groups. Castley et al. [41] noticed lower s-CD14 levels 
in non-smokers compared to smokers in a cohort of HIV-infected pa-
tients. More recently, emphysema and s-CD14 have been associated with 
a higher prevalence of lung nodules in HIV-infected patients [42]. 
Several studies in humans suggest that smoking may alter the peri-
odontal, upper gastro-intestine (esophagus and stomach) and respira-
tory microbiomes and in some cases may shift the microbiome toward 
pathogenic bacteria [43]. Patients who have chronic HIV infection and 
are receiving suppressive cART display intestinal dysbiosis, associated 
with increased microbial translocation, contributing to systemic 
inflammation [44]. The impact of smoke in microbial translocation and 
inflammation through alterations in the intestinal microbiota in HIV- 
infected patients need further studies. 

We acknowledge some limitations of our study, including the size of 
our single-center cohort and the low proportion of some categories of 
patients (CMV infected patients and females) that prevented us to 
generalize the results. Moreover, data on living setting (urban vs. rural), 

diet, physical activity were not collected. On the basis of data presented 
here, we are increasing the dataset to confirm these preliminary obser-
vations. Despite these limitations, the strength of our study, compared 
with other published studies evaluating inflammatory biomarkers, is the 
longitudinal design, with patients initiating the same class of cART 
(integrase inhibitors) and all patients with HIV suppression from the 
sixth month of cART. 

Our results represent an important deepening of our previous study 
regarding those patients [22], that provide further data on changes of 
inflammatory markers during the first year of cART. In the current 
study, we focused our attention on potentially modifiable and measur-
able conditions that may influence changes in the levels of inflammatory 
markers. 

In conclusion, due to the crucial role of inflammation in frailty and 
correlated non-AIDS events during HIV infection, there is an urgent need 
for further investigations on key factors that may contribute to the low- 
level chronic inflammation and immune activation state at the basis of 
HIV infection-related frailty. The identification of such key factors may 
help to shed light on its pathogenesis and to determine new therapeutic 
approaches in its prevention or mitigation. 

Fig. 6. . Trends of inflammatory and immunological markers (CCL5/RANTES = C-C motif chemokine ligand 5/Regulated upon activation normal T cell expressed 
and presumably secreted; DD = D-dimer; hs-CRP = high sensitivity C Reactive Protein; IL-6 = interleukin-6; IL-7 = interleukin-7; s-CD14 = soluble CD14; s-CD163 =
soluble CD163; TNF-α = Tumor necrosis factor α) in serum from T0 (baseline) to T1 (after 6 months of therapy) and T2 (after 12 months of therapy) and according to 
total cholesterol (CHOL) levels (≤200 or > 200 mg/dL). (a) The radar plot, representing inflammatory and immunological marker evolution, was constructed scaling 
all variables (in a range from 0% to 100%) and plotting averages grouped by time. Results are reported as estimated average percentage (%) variation. (b) Graphic 
representation of trends of serum marker levels (CCL5/RANTES, pg/mL; DD, ng/mL; hs-CRP, ng/mL; IL-6, pg/mL; IL-7, pg/mL; s-CD14, pg/mL; s-CD163, ng/mL; 
TNF-α, pg/mL) over time and according to CHOL levels. Significant differences corresponding to Linear Mixed Model (LMM) analyses (see Supplemental Table 11) 
are reported for each marker. 
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